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Executive Summary
Members will recall the ‘One Place – One Plan’ report and presentation to the Policy and
Strategy Committee in March 2020. At this meeting, members approved the ‘guiding
principles’ and ‘prioritisation matrix’ linked to the Town and Community hub programme.
This paper updates members on the next stage in the process:
• Identification and subsequent engagement with our communities around the potential
locations for the town hubs across the authority – attached at Appendix A;
• The proposal for the Abronhill Community Hub to move forward for feasibility and
engagement, due to the projects alignment with both the guiding principles and
prioritisation elements. Project Business Case is attached at Appendix B.

Recommendations
It is recommended that the Policy and Strategy Committee:
(1) Approve engagement with local elected members, and thereafter our communities,
regarding the potential locations for town hubs to inform this process;
(2) Approve the proposed feasibility study and engagement for the Abronhill Community
Hub subject to available funding.

The Plan for North Lanarkshire
Priority

All priorities

Ambition statement

All ambition statements

1.

Background

1.1

Members will recall The Plan for North Lanarkshire, approved at Committee in
February 2019, articulated the long-term vision for North Lanarkshire that focused on
inclusive growth and prosperity for all.

1.2

The implementation of a Community Investment Fund, established as part of the
council’s revenue budget process for 2019/20, identified new additional resources to
invest in North Lanarkshire’s communities over a 10 year period in support of The Plan
and the ambitions therein.

1.3

This place based investment seeks to accelerate delivery of elements within the
Programme of Work to secure long-term sustainable economic, social, and
environmental change across North Lanarkshire’s communities. This includes
ambitious plans for town centre and community regeneration (P020), integrated town
and community hubs (P047.1), schools new build programme (P047.2), and parks
master planning (P025).

1.4

Members will recall the ‘One Place – One Plan’ report and presentation to the Policy
and Strategy Committee in March 2020. At this meeting, members approved the
‘guiding principles’ and ‘prioritisation matrix’ linked to the Town and Community hub
programme.

2.

Report

2.1

Within days of the approval of the ‘One Place – One Plan’ report being approved at
Policy and Strategy Committee, the pandemic and associated lockdown was
implemented. This resulted in a change of focus for officers involved in this programme
of work, and work has concentrated on mobilising the school estate in line with the
changing strategy at a national level.

2.2

Since August, focus has returned to the ambition plans and associated work linked to
the Town and Community Hub programme. In particular, officers have been working
to identify potential locations for Town Hubs, and identification of potential phase one
projects for community hubs.

Town Hubs
2.3

The Town Hubs are anticipated to be the flagship assets for our towns and
communities, providing a significant presence in each of our eight towns. Given the
scale and significance of the facilities, it is important that they are delivered in the right
location, to facilitate both rationalisation of assets and wider regeneration for our towns.

2.4

The guiding principles approved by Policy and Strategy Committee in March 2020
clearly outline that communities must be involved in the decision making process.
Therefore, work has concentrated on identifying the potential locations for town hubs
within each of our eight towns. If approved, the next stage would be to engage with
local communities, through the newly established boards, to gauge community opinion
on proposals.

2.5

In order to focus discussions at a town level, two or three potential locations have been
identified in each town (where practical) to help start the conversation and identify the
preferred location in each town. Further work will be required to undertake feasibility

studies to determine both the feasibility and deliverability for each location identified.
Where there is a strong desire from local communities, other locations can be included
in this process but in the main it is expected that locations put forward will be the focus
for this next stage.
2.6

The potential locations for each town hub is attached, by town, at Appendix A to this
paper. Members are asked to approve this to be moved to the next phase and become
the focus for engagement at a town level. This engagement will start with local elected
members, then community boards and the wider communities of each town.

Community Hubs
2.7

Phase one of the new Community Hub programme, which includes some phase three
projects from the former Schools and Centres 21 programme, is progressing. These
include the new Chryston PS and Community Health Centre; the new Newmains/St
Brigid’s with Family Learning Centre and outdoor sports facilities; and the new hub at
Carnbroe/Sikeside. Other projects within this pipeline include a new St Kevin’s PS;
Lawmuir/Sacred Heart; Gartcosh PS; and Ravenscraig.

2.8

The approved prioritisation matrix is being used to identify potential projects which can
be added to this phase one programme, subject to available funding. In order to be
included in this early phase, a project must meet the key principles of focussing on
areas with deprivation, linking with other council priorities including rationalisation and
regeneration, and most importantly, must be deliverable.

2.9

Such projects take time to formulate and assess. As with the projects at town level,
community hubs proposals must be developed in association with the local
communities they serve. In many cases, this will involve focussed engagement, such
as a statutory education consultation, along with wider engagement with the
communities the facilities would serve.

2.10

It is offered that an initial project is proposed to move to feasibility stage, both to gauge
deliverability of the project, the rationalisation it could offer, and the wider regeneration
it could deliver for the local community. A business case for a new community hub in
Abronhill, Cumbernauld is attached at Appendix B and members are asked to approve
that this proposal is progressed to feasibility and initial engagement.

3.

Equality and Diversity

3.1

Fairer Scotland Duty
A Fairer Scotland Duty assessment will be carried out separately for each of the two
elements: Town Hub engagement; Community Hub pilot.

3.2

Equality Impact Assessment
Equality Impact Assessments will be carried out separately for each of the two
elements: Town Hub engagement; Community Hub pilot.

4.

Implications

4.1

Financial Impact

Project costs linked to this work would be covered through capital funding via the
Community Investment Fund, subject to available funding.
4.2

HR/Policy/Legislative Impact
Any statutory consultations (such as education/planning) will be carried out at the
appropriate time.

4.3

Environmental Impact
Environmental impact assessments would be carried out at project level for any given
project.

4.4

Risk Impact
A risk assessment will be part of the project management arrangements for the various
elements taken forward.

5.

Measures of success

5.1

Consultation with local communities provides a clear indication of community thoughts
regarding proposals.

5.2

A fully costed project plan can be created from the information gathered.

6.

Supporting documents

6.1

Appendix A – Potential Town Hub Locations

6.2

Appendix B – Abronhill Community Hub: Project Business Case

James McKinstry
Head of Asset and Procurement Solutions

Appendix A: Potential Town Hub Sites

Appendix B
Abronhill Community Hub

Project Business Case

Abronhill Community Hub

Author

Charles McCabe

Owner

Charles McCabe

mccabec@northlan.gov.uk

Contact
Details mccabec@northlan.gov.uk

Version Control
Insert additional details of the document below

Date

20/08/2020

Document No.

1

Document Status

Initial Version

Strategic Alignment
Use The Plan for North Lanarkshire to identify the priorities and/or ambition statements the project supports.

Improve economic opportunities and outcomes: No. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
Support all children and young people to realise their full potential: No. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10
Improve the health and wellbeing of our communities: No. 11, 12, 13, 14, 15
Enhance participation, capacity and empowerment across our communities: No. 16, 17, 18, 19, 20
Improve North Lanarkshire’s resource base: No. 21, 22, 23, 24, 25

Version Control History
Version Date

1.

Version
Number

Summary of Changes

Author

Executive summary
This proposal is to assess the feasibility of creating a new community hub within Abronhill,
Cumbernauld and use this as a pilot project for the Town and Community Hub Programme. This would
help define the processes around engagement with the local community, stakeholders including ALEOs,
Health, and other partners. It is anticipated that this project would then be delivered through a design
and build process.
It is proposed that the project would be split into two phases: Phase One would look to deliver the new
community hub with schools and other partnership assets. Phase Two would look to deliver wider
regeneration within the heart of this community including the assets that are within private or third
sector ownership. The adoption of the two phase approach will reduce the risk of delays to the hub
whilst negotiating wider regeneration with local owners.

2.

The Strategic Case
Is the preferred option APPLICABLE? We should only be running projects and services that are
aligned to priority outcomes.

2.1

Background
The council approved the strategy, guiding principles, and associated prioritsation matrix at Policy and
Strategy Committee in March 2020. Following this meeting, notwithstanding the time which resources
were diverted to respond to the COVID-19 pandemic and associated recovery, work has progressed to
identify a potential early adopter/pilot project for the new community hub model – allowing for the
testing of processes and procedures linked to delivering these types of projects for our communities.

2.2

Objectives
To develop a proposal and project plan for a new community hub at Abronhill, Cumbernauld. This
would include informal consultations with school communities; partner organisations; and the wider
local community and result in a proposal, plan and scope for the hub project in this area.

2.3

Scope
The project would include all council and community assets within the local area considered within
scope including schools, community facilities, etc. along with partnership facilities such as health and
third sector organisations. Wider facilities and assets, within the vicinity of the centre of Abronhill, such
as the shopping centre, would also be considered as part of a phased approach to hub delivery subject
to negotiations and engagement with the local community and relevant owners.

2.4

Exclusions
Whilst the regeneration of the wider assets, such as the shopping centre, will be included within the
scoping exercise, associated planning, and design for the area, it must be noted that negotiations and
timescales would put the project at a risk. As such, it would be excluded from the first phase of the
project, which would focus on replacement of the council and partnership assets, to avoid any delay

due to protracted negotiations and timescales associated with projects involving a significant number
of stakeholders.
2.5

Constraints
Constraints include size of the site; ownership of parts of the site; willingness of parties to become
involved in the project; financial constraints both from within the council, partnership organisations,
and other interested parties.

2.6

Assumptions
It is assumed that the community hub, including all required facilities, could be built on the land owned
by the council and that of others who would occupy the new hub – such as the health centre. It is
assumed that appropriate permissions would be granted – such as statutory education consultation
approval; planning approval; etc. These assumptions would be tested early on at community
engagement stage, and with appropriate statutory bodies ahead of any project being presented for
approval to move to design and build stage.

2.7

Project Outcomes
Initially, the project will determine if a community hub would be deliverable at this proposed site based
on the proposed feasibility; cost effectiveness; and evaluation of perceived outcomes. Eventually, [a
state of art, fully integrated, public sector offering including regeneration at the heart of the local
community - for the local community] would be the outcome.

2.8

Method of approach
The initial focus would be to commission “an intelligent brief”. This is a similar process which has been
adopted in other new build projects and essentially involves working with the community and interested
stakeholders, facilitated by architects, to identify what is required and develop a project scope which
could then be costed.
Pre-statutory education consultations would also be required early on to inform the scoping
requirements and associated design.
Formal statutory education consultation would follow on and, subject to approval, a ‘design and build’
contractor would likely be appointed to take forward the first phase of the project.
The intelligent brief would also provide the aspirations of the local community in relation to the phase
two elements of the project – this would likely be facilitated and progressed via the growth team within
the council.

2.9

Risks
A PRA would be completed and formulated into a full risk assessment ahead of the commissioning of
the intelligent brief and would be monitored and managed throughout the various stages of the project.

2.10

Project Plan
Subject to appropriate financial resources being available and the project being approved - a project
plan would be developed in line with the method of approach outlined above.

3.0

The Economic Case
Is the preferred option APPROPRIATE? The chosen option needs to make sense and provide value
for money.

3.1

Options Appraisal
Please refer to the attached documents (Appendices A & B) which evaluate this project against the
prioritisation matrix approved by council in relation to this programme

3.2

Benefits and Impacts

The benefits to the local community would be significant, providing modern learning and teaching
facilities for pupils in the area, high quality community provision, and wider regeneration of the facilities
at the heart of the community. The impact would be positive, both through the design and build phase
of the project, along with the longer term regeneration benefits which would be delivered from a project
of this size and scale.

4.

The Financial Case
Is the preferred option AFFORDABLE and will it provide financial benefits?

4.1

Initial costs would be to create ‘the intelligent brief’. This would inform the assets and facilities
anticiapted to be required for the commuity hub and associated costs. The project would be funded
through the Community Investment Fund with contributions from partner organisations who will
occupy spaces within the newly buit facility. A full cost model would be developed in line with the
project costs – once an agreed scope for the project, and the zones which would be provided, were
known. The newly created facilities should offer cost efficicencies from a property perspective with
reduced overall costs on maintenance and energy.

5.

The Management Case
Are the anticipated outcomes of the preferred option ACHIEVABLE?

5.1

Project Governance
At an officer level: projects are approved at a strategic level by the Hub Strategy Board, and at an
operational level by the Hub Delivery Board. Finances as agreed through the CIF Fund Sub Group and
the parent Strategic Capital Delivery Group.
At member level: projects are approved at a strategic level by the Policy and Strategy Committee, and
project monitoring and statutory education consultations through the Education Committee.

5.2

Project Team

Name
James McKinstry

Designated role
Senior Responsible Officer (SRO)

Hub Strategy Board

Project Board

Charles McCabe

Project Manager

Forward Planning and
Specification Team; Hub Delivery
Team; Technical and Design Team

Project Team

Description of responsibility
Ensures review meets objectives
and delivers the projected
benefits.
Delivers the review and supports
the SRO
Manages the review on a day-today basis
Group of individuals with
professional, technical and
specialist skills who are
responsible for carrying out the
work detailed in the plan.

5.3

Statutory Consents
Statutory Education Consultations would be required for schools moving to this new facility. Statutory
Planning Consent would also be required. Other organisations may require statutory approvals – this
would be further understood following feasibility and creation of ‘the intelligent brief’.

6.0

Validation of Key Principles
The Town and Community Hub programme has a set of guiding principles which were approved at Policy
and Strategy Committee in March 2020. There is also a prioritisation matrix which assesses how the
project meets the key priorities within this framework. Both are included within the assessment on the
pages which accompany this Project Business Case (below).

Appendix A – Prioritisation Matrix
(as approved at Policy and Strategy Committee in March 2020)

Appendix B – Project Assessment
Project Assessed: Abronhill Community Hub

Socio-Economic and Wellbeing Indicators (Deprivation)
SIMD 2020 data is the most prominent source of information which can assess and compare deprivation at a level
lower than ‘school catchment’ which is important as, most Town and Community Hubs are expected to house one
or more learning and teaching facilities. Therefore, SIMD data is used to evaluate how a particular project would
‘score’ in relation to this criteria.
SIMD Datazones 1 to 4 are used as the assessment tools within the hub programme. However, SIMD Datazones 1 to
3 are used for Education related assessments such as SAC and PEF – both are provided below to provide comparative
data.

Catchment area
Abronhill PS
St Lucy's PS
Whitelees PS
NLC

Total DZs
61
111
50
447

Total number of DZ
DZ 1 to 3
DZ 1 to 4
47
57
59
78
12
21
219
278

Percentage of total
DZ 1 to 3
DZ 1 to 4
77%
93%
53%
70%
24%
42%
49%
62%

It is noted that the datazones within both Abronhill and St Lucy’s are above the NLC average levels of deprivation,
with the datazones covering Abronhill PS being significantly above the NLC average. The catchment area of Whitelees
PS is below that of the NLC average but is only considered as it is within the local area and may or may not be included
in the proposed hub.

Deliverability
Phase One: Community Hub
The proposed site for this build is the former Abronhill High School site at the heart of the community and is also
expected to include the current Abronhill Library site, Community centre site, and Health centre site. This site would
be of adequate size to develop the initial infrastructure for schools and associated facilities. The site is in council
ownership which reduces risk and delay. All schools and other facilities could continue to operate on existing sites
until new build was ready to occupy – this reducing impact on operational activity. This demonstrates that this
project clearly meets the key requirements for ‘deliverability’.
Phase Two: Wider regeneration
Some of this site is in ownership of the third sector and some within private ownership. Therefore, whilst this is a
key priority for regeneration of the area, pragmatically it will take longer to deliver. Planning it within a separate
phase reduces the risk of delay for the phase one part of the project and the associated costs which could result.

Integration Opportunities
The local area has three primary schools which could be considered for integration (through co-location), along with
a health centre, community centre, and library which are within the proposed site boundaries. There may be other
third sector organisations and indeed other council assets which could be considered and this will be explored
through engagement at feasibility stage. There are other new community assets within the area which, through
design, could be integrated with the hub: sports provision to the south of the site; and play provision to the west of

the site. Therefore, the opportunity is to both replace older assets and blend in the newer assets through design,
increasing connections and providing efficiencies.

Links to wider plans
The identified site was already proposed for new council housing. However, the change of use at this site provides
opportunities for redevelopment at the sites vacated once the new facility opens. This ensures wider regeneration
of the local area rather than leaving derelict sites behind. Additionally, the proposal tackles the wider regeneration
ambitions of the local community through the potential regeneration of the shopping centre and other facilities
within the heart of Abronhill. Finally, the proposal makes the council land, at Forest Road, which has been allocated
for new housing, more attractive to developers within the area, increasing the potential sale of this land. In addition,
the new facilities would ensure adequate levels of school provision required for the increased population that this
new housing will create.

Core Facts
Core Fact data assesses three elements of the school using Scottish Government criteria.
Condition: the fabric of the building (wind and watertight etc.)
Utilisation: the number of spaces and how many are used (efficiency)
Suitability: elements such as natural light, good quality outdoor spaces etc.
Rough translation: A = Good, B = Satisfactory, C = Poor

School
Abronhill PS
St Lucy's PS
Whitelees PS

Percentage of PS
Rated A
Rated B
Rated C

Condition
B
B
B

Core Fact Rating
Utilisation
C
A
B

Suitability
C
B
C

Condition
27.7%
50.4%
21.8%

NLC Comparison
Utilisation
48.7%
31.1%
20.2%

Suitability
30.3%
40.3%
29.4%

National Objectives
This factor looks at how attractive the project would be in relation to leverage of government funding, should
funding be available. It assesses the project against the 10 guiding principles outlined with ‘The Learning Estate
Strategy’: https://www.gov.scot/publications/scotlands-learning-estate-strategy-connecting-people-placeslearning/pages/5/
The Learning Estate Strategy Guiding Principles are:

1. Learning environments should support and facilitate excellent joined up learning and teaching to meet the needs
of all learners;
2. Learning environments should support the wellbeing of all learners, meet varying needs to support inclusion and
support transitions for all learners;
3. The learning estate should be well-managed and maintained, making the best of existing resources, maximising
occupancy and representing and delivering best value;
4. The condition and suitability of learning environments should support and enhance
their function;
5. Learning environments should serve the wider community and where appropriate be integrated with the delivery
of other public services in line with the place principle;
6. Learning environments should be greener, more sustainable, allow safe and accessible routes for walking, cycling
and wheeling and be digitally enabled;
7. Outdoor learning and the use of outdoor learning environments should be maximised;
8. Good consultation about learning environments, direct engagement with learners and communities about their
needs and experiences, and an involvement in decision making processes should lead to better outcomes for all;
9. Collaboration across the learning estate, and collaboration with partners in localities, should support maximising
its full potential; and finally,
10. Investment in Scotland’s learning estate should contribute towards improving learning outcomes and support
sustainable and inclusive economic growth.
Evaluating the project, against the 10 guiding priciples outlined above, along with those approved for the hub
programme - shows clear alignment of this proposal against both sets of principles.

